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Abstract: The latest results of HERA searches for lepton events with missing transverse

momentum are presented. They are based on the full HERA I data sets, corresponding

to integrated luminosities of 130 pb−1 (ZEUS) and 116 pb−1 (H1). At low hadronic
PT , a good agreement is found with the Standard Model prediction, dominated by W

production. At high hadronic PT , H1 observes more events than expected. Several of them

are kinematically compatible with a single top quark decay. Complementary searches by

both experiments for a top signal in the hadronic channel show no excess compared to

Standard Model predictions. Limits on a possible anomalous FCNC coupling of the top

quark to the u quark and the photon are derived.

1. Lepton events with missing transverse momentum

1.1 Topologies and selection strategies

The events are required to contain at least one isolated lepton (electron or muon) with a

high transverse momentum P lT , together with missing transverse momentum P
miss
T . They

may also contain a hadronic system X with transverse momentum PXT . The H1 selection[1]

is optimised for W -like topologies, whereas ZEUS[2] performed both an inclusive analysis

dominated by non-W processes, and a search tuned for W ’s at high-PXT . The analysed

data sets correspond to a factor 3 increase in integrated luminosity compared to published

results [3], [4].
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1.2 Results

The observed event yields are summarized in Table 1. Figures 1 and 2 show the distributions

of the H1 candidates in the lepton-neutrino transverse mass MT (P
miss
T being attributed

to a hypothetical neutrino), and in PXT .

H1 preliminary ZEUS preliminary

PXT range Data/SM Data/SM

(e+p, 102 pb−1) (e+p and e−p, 130 pb−1)
PXT > 0 GeV 18 / 10.5 ± 2.5 [ 17 / 16.4 ± 1.7 ]
PXT > 25 GeV 10 / 2.8 ± 0.7 2 / 2.4 ± 0.2
PXT > 40 GeV 6 / 1.0 ± 0.3 0 / 1.0 ± 0.1

(e−p, 14 pb−1)
PXT > 0 GeV 0 / 1.8 ± 0.4

Table 1: Lepton event yields compared to SM predictions. The SM expectations are dominated

by W -production except for the ZEUS inclusive analysis quoted in brackets.
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Figure 1: Lepton-neutrino transverse mass

distribution of the H1 lepton events, com-

pared to the SM prediction (e+p data).

Figure 2: Hadronic transverse momentum

distribution of the H1 lepton events, com-

pared to the SM prediction (e+p data).

TheMT variable follows a Jacobian peak distribution around the W boson mass. This

favours the interpretation of most events as real W production. At low PXT , the measured

rates agree with the Standard Model (SM) expectation. At high PXT , ZEUS observes

agreement with the SM, whereas H1 finds more events than expected. The expectations

forW production are computed in Leading Order by the EPVEC generator [5]. Preliminary

QCD NLO computations have been made available after this conference [6]. NLO terms

are found to change the W yield by less than 10 % at high PXT .
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2. Single top searches

A possible interpretation of the high PXT H1 events could be top production, with the

hadronic system X corresponding to the secondary b-quark of the top decay. The SM

top yield is negligible at HERA [7], but anomalous top production may occur in many

extensions of the SM [8]. This process can be described in a model independent way by an

effective lagrangian [9] involving Flavour Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC’s) quantified

by anomalous couplings of the top to other quarks and neutral gauge bosons. At HERA the

dominant contribution is expected from an anomalous coupling κtuγ to the u-quark and the

photon. This, together with the observed lepton events, motivated dedicated top searches

in both leptonic and hadronic channels [2], [10]. For these studies, hypothetical top signals

have been simulated using either the effective lagrangian of [9] (H1) or an excited fermion

generator at the top mass (ZEUS).

2.1 Leptonic channel

The selections of Section 1 were
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Figure 3: MlνX distributions of the H1 top candidates,

compared to expectations from SM W production and a

hypothetical top signal.

further tuned for top searches, adding

a threshold in PXT of 40 GeV (ZEUS)

and 35 GeV or 25 GeV (H1, de-

pending on the hadronic jet angu-

lar range). H1 also requires a pos-

itive lepton charge and MT higher

than 10 GeV. With these cuts H1

observes 5 events with 1.8 ± 0.5
expected, whereas ZEUS sees no

event, with 1.0 expected.

Within the W interpretation,

the lepton-neutrino-X mass MlνX
of the H1 candidates can be com-

puted after reconstructing the neu-

trino from the W mass constraint.

For each event two mass solutions

arise. For three candidates only

one solution fits the overall kine-

matic constraints, whereas for the

other two candidates both solutions

are acceptable. The resultingMlνX
distributions are shown in Figure 3.

MlνX is compatible with the top mass for several events.

2.2 Hadronic channel

The hadronic decay of a top quark produces one high-PT jet associated with the secondary

b-quark and two high-PT jets from the secondary W decay. The experimental selection
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Figure 4: 3-jets mass distributions of the

H1 top candidates in the hadronic channel,

compared to expectations of SM QCD back-

ground and a hypothetical top signal.

Figure 5: 3-jets mass distributions of the

ZEUS top candidates in the hadronic chan-

nel, compared to expectations of SM QCD

background and a hypothetical top signal.

therefore requires three jets with PT ’s above 40, 25 and 14 GeV (ZEUS) or 25, 15 and

10 GeV (H1). H1, in addition, asks for a total transverse energy above 120 GeV. Both

experiments further reduce the QCD photoproduction background by requiring the 3-

jets mass and one of the 2-jets masses to be compatible with the top mass and the W

mass, respectively. The searches were performed on data sets corresponding to integrated

luminosities of 128 pb−1 (ZEUS) and 37 pb−1 (H1).
After applying the above selections the observed event yields are 10 for 8.3+4.2−1.9(exp)

± 4.2(theory) expected (H1) and 19 for 20.0 expected (ZEUS). In order to reduce higher-
order QCD uncertainties, the SM predictions are obtained by normalising the simulated

rates to those observed in the low-mass domain. The 3-jets mass distributions of the H1

and ZEUS candidates are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively.

Both experiments find no excess compared to SM predictions. This does not favour the

interpretation of the H1 high-PXT lepton events as top production. It, however, does not

rule it out since 95% C.L. upper limits on the top cross-section derived from the hadronic

channel only would correspond to more than 3 top events expected in the H1 lepton event

sample.

2.3 Limits on anomalous couplings

Combining the leptonic and hadronic channels, upper limits on top production cross-

sections were set. Using the effective lagrangian of [9], they were converted into 95%

C.L. upper bounds on the anomalous coupling κtuγ of 0.19 (ZEUS) and 0.305 (H1). The
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ZEUS limit is more stringent than the H1 limit because of the higher integrated luminosity

analysed in the hadronic channel and the absence of top candidates in the leptonic channel.

The ZEUS 95% C.L. upper limit on the top cross-section corresponds to about 2 top events

expected in the H1 lepton event sample.

LEP [11] and TEVATRON [12] have performed similar investigations looking for single

top production and rare top decays, respectively. They are sensitive to anomalous couplings

of the top to the u− and c−quarks through both the photon and the Z boson. Their
results are compared to HERA limits in Figure 6. HERA is very competitive for searches

of anomalous top physics.

3. Outlook
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Figure 6: Present limits of LEP, TEVATRON and

HERA on anomalous couplings of the top quark to

other quarks and neutral gauge bosons.

The HERA collider is now starting a

new phase of operation at higher lu-

minosity. The goal is to accumulate,

in the next five years, ten times more

data than presently available. This

will clarify the origin of the high-PXT
lepton events observed by H1. En-

hanced b-tagging capabilities of the new

H1 and ZEUS vertex detectors will also

improve the signatures for unexpected

new phenomena such as anomalous top

production.
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